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Kaimin is a Salish word for messages

Environmental class ruled ethical, legal
Jennifer Brown
Kaimin Reporter
Despite complaints from a
Helena attorney, UM officials
decided Thursday that the con
tent of an environmental orga
nizing course won’t be changed.
Jerome Anderson, attorney
and campaign director for
Montanans for Common Sense
Water Laws/Against Initiative
122, said UM’S Environmental
Organizing Semester violated a
state ethics statute. Students in
the class collected signatures to
place two initiatives on the Nov.
5 ballot. According to the law,
state resources cannot be used

for collecting information to pro
mote a political campaign.
Students participating in the
Environmental Organizing
Semester gathered petitions for
1-122 and 1-125. If it passes, I122 would place stricter laws on
water treatment for the state’s
mining operations; 1-125 would
prohibit major corporations from
contributing to initiative cam
paigns.
The 12-credit class, offered
for the first time last spring, is
privately funded by Green
Corps, an environmental organi
zation. However, Anderson said
the class broke the law when it
used university facilities.

s far as I’m con
cerned, there is
no fire and no
smoke. ”

A

—James Flightner
Dean, College ofArts and
Sciences

James Flightner, dean of the
College ofArts and Sciences;
Tbm Roy, director of
Environmental Studies; Sharon
Alexander, dean of Continuing
Education; and David
Aronofsky, UM’S legal counsel,

decided the course doesn’t vio
late state law.
“We concluded there was no
misuse of university time or
property,” Flightner said. “As far
as I’m concerned, there is no fire
and no smoke.”
Flightner said the course will
be offered again this spring with
no content changes. The number
of credits offered by the course is
under review.
Flightner said it was stan
dard procedure to review the
credit amount and said the
process has nothing to do with
Anderson’s complaint. He said
he didn’t know whether the
number of credits would be

changed.
Judging by student evalua
tions, Flightner said, the course
was quite successful. Its only
downfall, he said, is that stu
dents pay tuition through
Continuing Education and
therefore don’t have access to
many student facilities like the
Student Health Services or the
Grizzly Pool.
“As far as students are con
cerned, it’s a terrific program,
and as far as we’re concerned,
there’s no reason to change it,”
he said. “The only concern I
have is that the students feel
they aren’t part of the universi
ty, and is that appropriate?”

Blaylock
family to
help pick
successor
Kim Skornogoski
Kaimin Reporter

Democrats hope to decide
Friday who will be on
November’s gubernatorial
ticket after the surprise death
of their candidate, Chet
Blaylock.
“At this point, we’re trying
to consult the family and the
campaign,” Executive Director
of the Montana Democratic
Party Brad Martin said. “We
want to see how they want us
to handle it.”
Democratic Lt. Gov. candi
date Judy Jacobson,
Blaylock’s running mate, met
Thursday afternoon in Butte
with her campaign team,
head democrats and
Blaylock’s wife to decide the
fate of the ticket. The
Democratic Party has five
days to choose a new candi
date.
According to Montana state
law, Jacobson is still the
democratic candidate for lieu
tenant governor, but the
Blaylock campaign staff is
unsure if she will or can
advance to the governor’s
position on the ticket.
“I know that Chet was
extremely confident with
Judy and her ability to do the
governor’s job,” said Michelle
Miles, media coordinator for
Blaylock’s campaign.
State law doesn’t specify
how absentee votes will be
counted for Blaylock, but vot
ers who have already sent in
their ballots can request new
ones.
If absentee voters choose
not to receive new ballots,
Jacobson would still receive
votes, however Blaylock
would not.
Funeral arrangements will
be made today when
Blaylock’s family arrives in
Laurel.

Ann Williamson/Kaimin

STUDENTS WALK among the headstones and flowers of the Young Women’s Action Day display on the Oval Thursday. The Women’s
Center sponsored the attention grabbing display. Jamie Kalanick, a junior in business said, “it’s interesting, and it catches your eye.”

UM gets proactive security INUDE

Jennifer McKee
Kaimin Reporter

The unnamed assailant
who terrorized an Aber Hall
woman for 15 minutes
Sunday, reinforced Ron
Brunell’s mind about dorm
security.
Months before the attack
the director of Residence Life
had already ordered $1.3 mil
lion of dorm improvements,
including an $83,000 floorby-floor security system.
If facility services crews
meet their priority schedule'
today, Aber residents will be
swiping their Griz Cards
tonight, unlocking steel doors
which separate private rooms
from public elevators, sealing
Aber’s floors to everyone
except those who live there.
“Security over the last ten
years has become more and
more of a problem,” Brunell
said.
Crime isn’t the issue, he
said, preventing it is.
“The last thing I want to

happen is another assault
like Sunday.”
Nationwide, September
saw a rash of campus crimes,
punctuated by three highprofile college murders
including a throat slashing at
Northwest College in neigh
boring Wyoming.
Regionally, UM’s tighter
security reflects safety stan
dards already enacted by
many colleges with enroll
ments similar to UM’s.
University of North
Dakota administrators lock
dorms there 24 hours a day,
sealing the entire building
from non-residents, said
UND Director of Residence
Halls Mark Hudson.
“There’s a heightened
awareness on this campus,”
Hudson said. “Anytime non
residents come in, they must
be escorted.”
Hudson said he’s heard of
floor-by-floor lock-outs like
Aber’s security system, but
added that dormitory
assaults on UND virtually

stopped after an attack 10
years ago prompted the
building lock-down.
Boise State University
also locks its dorms at all
times. Administrators there
echo Brunell’s security ratio
nale, focusing on crime pre
vention rather than crime
response.
“Most colleges try to be as
proactive as possible/ said
Dana Kelly, assistant direc
tor of residence life at BSU.
“In the 1970s, colleges
opened everything up. Today,
we’re trying to provide some
sense of security.”
Administrators at both
UND and BSU said their col
leges couldn’t afford a swipe
system like the one in Aber
Hall. Brunell doesn’t deny
that at $1,000 per Griz Card
swiper, the digital system is
pricy. The Residence Life
Office didn’t spend university
funds, Brunell said, but paid
for the entire seven figure
project with student housing
fees and bonds.

■ Jack Ward
Thomas promotes
public land
Page 6
■ State scratches
to fund UM staff
pay raise
Page 8
UUS West will
provide Internet
access to dial-up
users
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■ Soccer team
returns after nine
road games
Page 10
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Opinion
Local criminals need
more than jail time
Overcrowding and poor conditions at Missoula’s jail
are no secret.
With a waiting list of 235 prisoners, officers must
choose which criminals to lock up and which to set free.
Criminals that do stay behind bars have filed lawsuits
complaining about the lack of outdoor facilities.
The subpar conditions have had
_ their effect.
Without guaranteed enforcement,
Kaimin
punishment has become an ineffecGditoriol
tive threat to stop crime. As more
criminals are set free, police lose
................
their credibility. From a monetary
viewpoint, officials worry the crimi
nal lawsuits could turn expensive if action isn’t taken
soon.
A $17.1 million county bond to build a new jail hold
ing an additional 106 adult and 24 juvenile prisoners
seems to be the obvious answer. Among other things,
proponents of the bond say more room will help police
stop petty crime before it becomes serious.
But before voters pass the bond, which would raise
property taxes $40 on people who own a house
appraised at $100,000, there are a couple of things to
consider.
While it would certainly help, a new jail is only half
the equation.
Missoula has more than 7,000 outstanding warrants.
Being able to house 100 of those will only start to curb
crime in Missoula. The county would have to pass 12
jail bonds to house all the prisoners in Missoula.
More cells, while needed, are not the answer to crime.
Alternatives to spending $20,000 a year to keep a pris
oner behind bars should also be a part of the discussion.
We can’t overlook the issues behind crime—gaming,
alcohol, and drug abuse to name a few—in our rush to
add more cells. As new jails are built around the coun
try, programs coping with the roots of crime are being
slashed.
Missoula needs to change the behavior that puts peo
ple in jail. Preventative programs, such as a detox cen
ter, a youth center or parenting classes can be an influ
ence in fighting crime and changing behavior.
How many of those programs could $17.1 million
fund?
With 100 more criminals behind bars, Missoulians
won’t be any safer. Most of the people currently wanted
on warrant will still be walking the streets.
Crime doesn’t have an easy answer, and Missoula can
only do so much to stop a national problem.
A new jail is a step in the right direction, but
Missoula voters can’t expect crime to disappear if the

Jason Kozleski
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Purchasing power of a buck
screwdrivers, a
Due to costly
Column by fancy pocket knife,
court battles which
or a pair of earrings
I am not at liberty
for your wife on
to discuss, this
Alan
your wedding
week I had exactly
Miller
anniversary really
one dollar ($1 U.S.)
isn’t half bad.
to spend on my
Those of my more
weekly search for
courageous readers might
extraordinary values. I gave
it a lot of thought and decided enjoy buying one of the Dollar
Store’s catchy bumper stick
it was about time to up and
ers, such as “Cops: Just Say
buy The Dollar Store. With
No To Donuts,” while animal
my buck in hand, I ventured
rights activists will surely
out to test their high-falutin’
want to snatch up the one
claim that “We Sell
Everything For a Dollar,” and that reads “So Many Cats, So
Few Recipes.”
I’ll be darned if the whole
Now, why don’t we move on
thing didn’t turn out to be
to a more festive issue. As if
just a bit of a farce.
candidates for political office
I’m sure all of you can
identify with my eager expec haven’t made us sick and
tired enough of half-crazed
tation, when I humbly pre
sented my government-issued morons running around try
ing to scare people, it’s
$1 bill, that the handsome
Halloween season, and I just
saleslady would start moving
bet you’re dying to go out and
the store’s inventory, in its
get a real fancy costume.
entirety, into my car trunk.
Oh, sure, you could just
Nd sirree Bob.
Through the modern mira down a dozen beers and go as
cle of deceptive advertising, it “The Drunk Guy” or bee-bop
seems that the publicity divi down to the nearest super
market, but I’d rather you not
sion of The Dollar Store aims
to get people in the door with
because then the next half of
my column would be totally
their subliminal “Buy the
Whole Store for a Dollar”
useless.
Instead, you might want to
message, but in reality
intends to charge unsuspect
talk to the nice people at Mr.
Higgins on Higgins Street,
ing customers $1 for EACH
ITEM.
who have a veritable crapload
And yet, I have to admit,
of costume selections. Of
that $1 for a set of four '
course, there’s the time-worn

old stand-bys like Judge Ito,
Dolly Parton, Mozart and
Marge Simpson, but they also
have witches, clowns, even
vampires, in stock, if you
want to be a bit more daring
this holiday season.
Most costume rentals will
run you about 25 smackers
per use, although Natch’s
Costume Rentals in the
Eastgate Shopping Center
promises to make you the
next Commander Data for
only $15.
My little grab bag of values
this week includes one item
that doesn’t cost a penny but
is especially helpful for any
one who refuses to stop and
ask for directions- i.e., males.
The UC Information Room
has bus schedules that
include a colorful map of
Missoula, and even provides
the locations of major tourist
attractions such as Kmart.
I don’t have nothin’ more
to say to you this week, but
stay tuned for next week’s
exciting episode of “YER
TOWN,” and don’t forget to email me at
voyager@selway.umt.edu to
tell me all about the latest
values.

Alan Miller recently com
pleted a 12-step program and
is now no longer hooked on
phonics.

Concerning U
FRIDAY
Canceled Recital—The

Composers Club Recital
scheduled for this evening
has been canceled.
Interview announce

ment—Hennessy’s c/o The
Jones Store Co. of Kansas
City, Mo., is recruiting busi
ness majors for associate
department manager posi
tions in Billings and Denver.
Sign up for interviews in
Career Services, Lodge room
148. Interviews today.
Good Love Week— The
Dationg Game, 7:30 p.m. in
the UC Atrium. Peer
Educators bring together
single students who will
choose a date from a panel
based on who best answers
questions about healthy rela
tionships. “The Help,” an
alternative band from
Portland will perform at the
event.
UM Fall Reading
Series—Novelist and short

story writer Kevin Canty
will read at 7 p.m., at
Freddy’s Feed and Read.

Movie—The Rocky
Horror Picture Show
brought to you by the
University of Montana Ski
Team. Movie starts at mid
night, doors open at 11:30
p.m., Urey Lecture Hall.
Tickets are $5.

25

SATUR
DAY
Movie—

The Rocky
Horror Picture
Show brought
to you by the
University of Montana Ski
Team. Movie starts at 9 p.m.,
doors open at 8:30 p.m.,
Urey Lecture Hall. Tickets
are $5.
SUNDAY
Daylight-Saving Time
ends—Clocks “fall back an
hour” at 2 a.m., Sunday, Oct.

27.
MONDAY
Art exhibits—Tim

Guthrie’s religious icons, 10
a.m.-4 p.m., through
Wednesday, Oct. 31, in the
University Center Gallery;
“Read This Way,” by Robin

Starbuck and “Elmo: The
Third Voice,” by Charles
DeWolfe and Martin Caulley,
11 a.m.-3 p.m., Monday
through Saturday, through
Nov. 26 in the Gallery of
Visual Arts, Social Science
building. Both exhibits are
free.
Research Symposium—

“Using Photography to
Inspire Creative Writing,” by
Jan Labonty, curriculum and
instruction associate profes
sor, and Patty Reksten, jour
nalism professor; “The
Effects of Future Focus RoleImages in Education,” by
John Lundt, educational
leadership associate profes
sor, 4:30-7 p.m. UC Mount
Sentinel room. Free.
Reception following
UC Game Room 9-Ball
Tournament—sign-up 6:30

p.m., tournament, 7 p.m.,
second floor UC, $5/non-students, $4/st'udents.
Interview Techniques

Every Monday, 3:10-4 p.m.,
in Careers Services, Lodge
room 148.

Correction
A story in last Friday’s Kaimin incorrectly reported that students who enroll in interc
ession will receive their financial aid checks earlier than other students.
en s wi e a owed to use any financial aid money allocated for spring semester
to pay for intercession courses, however, refund checks will not be available until Jan. 24,
r
" ’’roc.es.slng date' Intercession fees are due on Jan. 17. By completing the prop:
ment
k’
d S Can confirm *eir anticipated financial aid and postpone pay-
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UM professor gets back to roots at Freddy's
Gretchen Schwartz
Kaimin Reporter

After a flurry of house-pur
chase arrangements, a book
tour and a trip to Holland,
author Kevin Canty bustled
into the UM English depart
ment to teach two creative writ
ing classes this semester.
Canty will read from his
work tonight at 7 in Freddy’s
Feed and Read, a place he used
to volunteer his time in
exchange for food and book dis
counts as an English creative
writing undergraduate.
Freddy’s was a food co-op
then—a place of “more feed, less
read,” he said.
Canty studied at UM in the
70s but completed his degree in
1988. The author of “Into the
Great Wide Open” said reading
his work aloud is comparable to
library storytime—it’s a very
basic sort of pleasure, he said.
“There’s just enough of the
performer in me, from being a
musician and such, to enjoy
being up there... also, listening
to the sounds of words, convey
ing them in a way people don’t
get when reading to them
selves,” he said.
He left a teaching job at the
University of North Carolina to
return to UM, a place he finds
more rigorous than Chapel Hill.
Canty has published two
books, but may read from some
of his unpublished work.
“I never make up my mind
about what I’ll be reading
before.. .1 don’t know why,”
Canty said. “I’m supposed to
read from my novel.”

C°nty wM ^adfroJ^^T

436 N. Higgins
Phone 543-4647

FOR EXCELLENT
BUYS ON MOST
ANYTHING YOU NEED

PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON
WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Fall Semester 1996
2:00 p.m. —4:00 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 31

11:00 a.m, — 1:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 6

—AND—
don't roRcen
, Instant Cash loans
ON GOOD USED
MERCHANDISE

Appointments Appreciated —243-2311
Or, leave a message for the President at 243-PRES (243-7737)
_____________ or e-mail at prestalkQselway.umt.edu

■

FREE FOOD!

B BOOK

CHEAP BEER!
Too good to be true?
Come to the
Golden Pheasant Bar
and check out our weekly
specials!
Monday & Thursday
FREE Hot & Spicy Wings
with every pitcher of BEER!
$2.00 Tuesday
All Micros on tap only $2.00!
Well Wednesday
All well drinks only $1.50!
The Golden Pheasant Bar
318 N. Higgins • 728-9953
Dine in or take-out

SIGNING

ANNICK
SMITH
Ms. Smith's New Book

Now In Paperback!

BIG BLUESTEM

HOMESTEAD

A Journey
Into The Tailgrass

One of
Montana’s
most
important
literary
figures...
PHONE
243-4921

WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 30 • 12ro3

BOOKSTORE
at THE UNIVERSITY of MONTANA

20% OFF
DURING
SIGNING
HOURS
M-F...8 to 6
Sat...l0to6
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CAREER SERVICES WEEKLY UPDATE^

Students
may get
sparse
refunds

10-29/30 Thrifty PayLess, Inc
10-30
Prudential Preferred
10-30
Andersen Consulting
10-31

11-i

Pharmacy
All Majors
Bus/CS/Math/
Econ/Physics
American Management Systems
CS/MIS/
Bus Admin
Hogan, Mecham, Richardson & Co. Account.

1

'

I

F R’pW^****

Free Weekly workshops from 3:10-4:00
For more infrmation call 243-2022
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Kortny Rolston
Kaimin Reporter

Students who disagree
with the views of an ASUM
group will have a chance to
get their contributions back if
the senate can agree on a new
policy.
ASUM President Jason
Thielman said the senate is
trying to comply with a
California Supreme Court rul
ing, mandating that students
don’t have to fund political,
religious or ideological groups.
But right now the problem
isn’t whether UM should com
ply with the ruling, but rather
how to do it.
Thielman and Business
Manager Jeff Merrick advo
cate a refund approach. Under
this policy, senate executives
would figure the percentage of
activity fee money each politi
cal, religious or ideological
group received during budget
ing. Students’ refunds would
be based on that percentage.
Thielman said about $2 of
the $28 activity fee fund the
groups in question. He said
refunds would be anywhere
from 10 to 25 cento.
Refunds would be granted
between the second and the
14th day of the Fall and
Spring Semesters and
between the second and sev
enth day of Summer
Semesters.
Sen. James Freeman dis
agrees with the proposal and
favors a checklist approach
where students would mark
groups they’re willing to fund
while they are registering for
classes.
He said he doesn’t oppose
the refund approach but dis
agrees with how it is applied.
“How is ASUM going to dis
tinguish what is a political
group?” he said. “Their plan
gives no criteria for deciding
who is political.”
Merrick said he’s not
averse to alternatives, but
wants to see a more concrete
plan.
The refund proposal is a
part of Merrick’s fiscal policy,
which must be approved by
the Budget and Finance
Committee and the senate.
Merrick said the Budget
and Finance Committee will
be making a decision on the
proposal within the next two
weeks.
Although the California.
ruling isn’t binding, Thielman
said, changing ASUM’s fiscal
policy could prevent a lawsuit
in the long run.
“Every legal expert I’ve
ever talked to has said that
this is coming around the
mountain,9 he said. “You could
wait until there’s a lawsuit in
Montana or you can already
get to that point and avoid a
potential lawsuit in the first
place.”

( VIETNAMESE EXOTIC, THAI, CHINESE & MONGOLIAN BBQ~)
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COMICS. CAROS. ANO COLLECTIBLES
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Sunday Buffet
Every Sunday Noon-4pm

1 All You Can Eat!

i
I

(h Z Q C 1

1 New Menu Each Week.

V. 7 J 1

Expires
I
__ Nov^23_, 1996 J

I Q •
|
X

Open 7 days Lunch & Dinner • (406) 728-8889
2021 South Avenue West • Missoula

GRAND OPENING
PARTY TOMORROW!!

FREE POSTERS, PINS, & CARDS FOR EVERYONE!
The Splash Page’ls Holding Its Grand Opening Saturday, Oct. 26. Come
Join The Fun! Win Fabulous Prizes! Gold & Platinum Comics To Be
Given Away Tomorrow! Meet Billings Artist Russell Walks & Have Him
Autograph His Works From STAR WARS, Ghost, Indiana Jones & More!
THE1

The Splash Page Is ^HFRegion’s Source
For Comics, magic, D&D, star wars,
Vampire, & So Much More!

PAGE

^COMICS. CAROS. ANO COLLECTIBLESj

THE SPLASH PAGE, Holiday Village, 1900 Brooks St., 543-9944

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
Americans are living longer than ever. So it’s quite
XjL possible you’ll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. Can you afford it? Unless you're indepen
dently wealthy, chances are you'll need more than your
pension and Social Security to support the kind of
lifestyle you'll want.
How can you help ensure that you'll be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs — taxdeferred annuities available only to people in education
or research.
SRAs are easy. No pain, no sweat.

The best way to build strength — physical or fiscal — is
to start at a level that's comfortable and add to your
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
contribute through your employer's payroll system. You

ilEf?
IHHH

Ensuring the future
for-those who shape it.SM

can start with a modest amount and increase your
contribution as your salary grows.
The important thing is to start now. Delaying for
even a year or two can have, a big impact on the
amount of income you’ll have when you retire.
TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
TIAA-CREF is the nation’s largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a wide range of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and
remarkably low expenses.1
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.org ,
or http://www.tiaa-cref.org.
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Election '96
The race is on...
for TV ads, that is
state.
“We’re an inexpensive state
to run in,” Baucus campaign
The 1996 campaign season is manager David Hunter said.
gearing up for the home stretch. “But you absolutely can not run
The candidates are in their
a campaign for under a million
lanes ready to race for the grand dollars, not for U.S. Senate.”
trophy—30 seconds of commer
By comparison to what busi
cial time on NBC’s E.R.
nesses spend on advertising,
In the last two weeks of cam Rehberg campaign manager
paigning, 419 campaign ads
Mike Pieper said campaigns are
from candidates and initiative
cheap to run. “You look at how
campaigns will flood the waves
much McDonalds spends to sell
of KECI-TV, drowning the unde hamburgers, that’s more than
cided voter in propaganda.
politics. And politics is far more
“Right now, probably 80 per
important than hamburgers.
cent of our
“In order to
ads are politi
get your mes
cal,” Director
sage out you
n order to get your
’ of Sales for
need at least—
message out you
KECI-TV Pat
at least—
Grant said
need at least—at
$350,000 in TV
Wednesday.
time.”
least-^$350,000 in
General
Rehberg has
TV time. ”
manager for
purchased
KPAX-TVBill
—Mike Pieper $630,000 of TV
Rehberg Campaign Manager air-time and
Sulivan
couldn’t pin
spent $70,000
point the
producing his
number of
ads.
political ads the station would
Initiative battles are also
run in the next two weeks, but
adding up to million dollar cam
said it was clearly over 50 per
paigns. Both the Montanans for
cent.
Common Sense Water Laws,
These ads aren’t necessarily
Against 1-122 and the Coalition
cheap. To reach Sunday morn
to Protect Jobs have around $2
ing viewers, politicians only
million campaigns.
have to shell out $10 for 30 sec
But million-dollar campaigns
onds of air time. However, to
aren’t necessarily the rule in
pull in big-time audiences,
Montana.
politicians have to dole out $900
Jeff Coleman, campaign
for a 30 seconds during E.R.
manager for Chet Blaylock, pre
Both Democrat Max Baucus
dicted Blaylock’s campaign
and Republican opponent
would have run less than
Dennis Rehberg said more than
$75,000.
half of their campaign funds are
“You can run an effective
spent on TV and radio ads.
campaign cheaply, but a win
Baucus’s campaign forked
ning campaign? No,” he said.
over $1.6 million between
“I’m not sure you can run a win
January and Oct. 16 to broad
ning campaign for under a quar
cast his message across the
ter of a million dollars.”
Kim Skornogoski
Kaimin Reporter

Lem Prke/Kalmlr

for Montana’s U.S. Representative seat, primps before
Natural Law Party's Jim Brooks in the Montana

Theitie T^ur^dayPnightan

Candidates bicker, but don't differ
Kim Skornogoski
Kaimin Reporter

US Representative candi
dates used their heritage,
grandchildren and medita
tion beliefs to illustrate
their political philosophies
in a televised debate
Thursday in the Montana
Theater.
“Rick, I’m sorry you’re
uninformed here,” democrat
Bill Yellowtail said. “Had
you spent time with Native
Americans you’d know
about the (American Indian
Religious Freedom Act.)
“Isn’t it funny that we
live in a country based on
religious freedom,” he said,
“but .we have to make spe
cial laws to make it so
Native Americans can prac
tice their own religions.”
Natural Law Party candi
date Dr. Jim Brooks wants
to reduce health care and
crime costs through medita
tion and preventive medi
cine.
Republican candidate
Rick Hill said reducing
taxes will renew the
American dream.
“When (my granddaugh
ter) enters the work force,
80 percent of her paycheck
will go for taxes,” Hill said.
“We’ve got to make govern
ment responsible.”
Hill said he supported
funding education at the
DEMOCRAT BILL Yellowtail,
left, Natural Law Party’s Jim
Brooks, center, and Republican
Rick Hill, right, square off in
the U.S. Representative debate
Thursday night in the
Montana Theatre.

Lem Price/Kaimin

state level, but if the federal
government places man
dates on states the federal
government must back it up
with money.
The republican congress
did the responsible thing, he
said, by increasing the dol
lar amount and number of
Pell grants. Hill supported a
$500 per-cRild tax credit

Brooks said he would
fund education in any way
possible.
“Find creative ways for
students to pay back their
loans,” Brooks said.
“Students could do commu
nity service or repay their
loans through their payroll.”
The three candidates
answered questions on an
array of issues ranging
welfare to tribal gov
sn’t it funny that we from
ernment. While candidates
live in a country
differed slightly on all the
issues, abortion stood out.
based on religious
as a contentious issue.
freedom, but we have
“I’m Pro-Choice, period,”
Yellowtail said. “The deci
to make special laws
sion should be made
to make it so Native
between a woman and her
Americans can prac
doctor, period.”
Brooks said the Natural
tice their own reli
Law Party wants to stop
gions. ”
the bickering.
—Bill Yellowtail
“I’m both Pro-Choice
Democratic Candidate and Pro-Life. Women are
U.S. House ofRepresentatives mature enough to make
their own decisions, but we
need education to make
sure they don’t act impul
that could be used for col
sively.”
lege tuition.
Hill said he was strongly
Yellowtail wants to give
Pro-Life, but hopes to bring
yearly $10,000 tax credits
civility to the issue by pro
and $1,500 a year to stu
moting adoption and teach
dents at two-year colleges to ing abstinence.
pay for tuition.
“The law of the land is
“(Education) is a funda
Roe V. Wade and it’s going to
mental ladder up,” he said.
stay that way,” he said.
“Don’t be fooled by republi
“What we are going to need
can rhetoric saying they
to do is work with the con
saved student loans.”
science (of America).”

I

I

Political T-shirts
stump for hemp
Enn Juntunen
Kaimin Reporter
Some biology majors work
in the sciences after gradua
tion, but few make their living
like Nicole Barlow.
Barlow works as a massage
therapist and sells political
satire shirts on the side.
Barlow’s “Dope & Hemp for
‘96” shirts aim to poke fun at
Republican presidential candi
date Bob Dole and running
mate Jack Kemp.
She sells the anti
Republican and pro-marijuana
shirts for a college friend, Tony
Fortier, who owns Turkey
Graphics in Sturgis, S.D.
Barlow, 25, said she sup
ports legalizing marijuana for
industrial purposes, but not
for recreational use. More than
anything though,.the shirts
are just a fun novelty item for
this year’s elections, she said
Thursday.
“I just think it makes an

interesting statement, and
(the shifts) are funny,” she
said.
A1993 graduate of Black
, Hills State University, Barlow
said she is a Democrat inter
ested in the Natural Law
Party.
The Wyoming native moved
to Missoula last January after
deciding that Portland, Ore.,
was too big and impersonal.
Barlow introduced Fortier’s
shirts to the Missoula market
this fall to help with her
friend’s business.
In Missoula, Fortier’s shirts
are on display at Rockin’
Rudy’s and the Democrat
headquarters office on
Broadway.
The shirts, which are
adorned with the patriotic
American colors and a cunning
logo, sell for up to $15.
Barlow also sells the shirts
out of her Missoula home, but
so far she has only sold five of
20 shirts.
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HEY! DON'T JUST LOOK AT IT. I

Thomas wants more public land;

TAKE ONE!!;

Gretchen Schwartz
Kaimin Reporter
In a plea for generations yet
unborn, Forest Service Chief
Jack Ward Thomas argued for
public land ownership rather
than private ownership in a
conference at the Red Lion Inn
Thursday.
Private land owners’ cus
tomers are customers of today,
whereas “the vast majority of
my customers haven’t been bom
yet,” said Thomas, who will take
over the Boone and Crockett
Professorship in the UM School
of Forestry next semester.
Thomas said he believes pub
lic land ownership is the great
est good for the greatest num
ber of people, whereas private
land ownership concerns man
aging land to meet private
objectives.
“How will the average citizen
benefit from their public lands
becoming private?” Thomas
asked
Thomas said he grew up in
Texas, a.state with little public
land, begging access to hunt
and fish on private land. At the
age of 32, Thomas moved away
and discovered public lands.
“I thought I had died and
gone to heaven,” Thomas said.
One-third of U.S. land is in
public ownership, most of it
located west of the Mississippi,
he said. People covet public land
for its beauty, productivity and
value.
The debate between public
and private land is a serious one
that will “get louder before it
quiets,” said Thomas, who has
been with the Forest Service for
30 years.
Lands should remain in pub
lic ownership and then we can
debate the issue of how they
should be managed and to what
purpose, Thomas said prior to
his speech in a panel response
to proposals on public land. He
announced that he would have

!
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They are available in thousands of |
different combinations.
|
This coupon is good for $1.00 OFF ■
ANY AT REGULAR PRICE.

STAGGERING OX I
1204 W. KENT (Across from Buttreys in Tremper's) 542-2206 }

Attention Asthmatics
The Allergy and Asthma Center for Western Montana
is currently seeking mild to moderate asthmatics to
participate in a Clinical Research Study.

Participants must be:
/ 12 years and older
/ Nonsmoker
/ Currently using an inhaler
Individuals who qualify will receive limited office visits,
testing and study medication at no charge, and be
compensated up to $500.00.

For more information please call 549-1124
Thomas Bell, MD
2618 South Avenue West
Missoula, MT

Lem Price/Kaimin

JACK WARD Thomas, USFS Chief, argued for public land owner
ship rather than private ownership in a conference at the Red Lion
Inn Thursday. Thomas will take over the Boone and Crockett
Professorship in the UM School ofForestry next semester.
to admit a bias, an incline in the Thursday and will continue
today at the Red Lion Inn in
form of a “long- lasting love
Missoula.
affair with the national forest.”
Forestry Dean Perry Brown,
Thomas said he says “no” to
panel moderator, introduced
private ownership as a forest
Thomas to the panel audience
service chief and “hell no” as a
as a “boy from Texas with a
person. He ended his argument
great deal of down-home com
for public land with a quote
mon sense.” Perry called the
from Winston Churchill:
land issue a “topic of great cori“Democracy is the world’s
worst form of govemmentThomas said he has forward
except for all the rest.”
ed a list of possible Forest Chief
Thomas spoke as part of a
successors to Secretary Jim
panel in a conference titled
Lyons. He would not release any
“Managing Public Lands,”
of those names.
which was held all day

You

asked for it...
So
Here
.it is...

or join us
for

Hungry Hour

it was not awarded, the money
would have been found some
where else, because some of
the equipment was a necessity.
The cell counter does in min
utes what would take someone
hours to do by eye using a
microscope, Nunberg said.
The Murdock Trust was cre
ated by the will of Melvin J.
Murdock in June 1975.
Murdock was co-founder of
Tektronix Inc. in Oregon. The
trust gives money to organiza
tions seeking to strengthen a
region’s education and cultur
al base. It’s efforts are focused
in the Pacific Northwest
including Alaska, Idaho,
Montana, Oregon and
Washington.

Oct 25-Nov 2
All You Can Eat

UM’s new HIV virology lab,
aimed at developing vaccines
for the HIV virus, received a
$50,000 grant from the M. J.
Murdock Charitable Trust.
“The foundation has been
very good to this campus,”
said Jack Nunberg, director of
the Montana Biotechnology
Center.
The Murdock Trust is no
stranger to donating money to
UM. In 1991, it funded the
Murdock molecular biology .
lab. In 1992, money was given
to start UM’s Motor Control
Research Lab, and last
January the Central Bio-geo

j

They're so unique, they've been
granted Federal Trademark
Protection.

They taste so good, they're addictive I

Grant brings equipment to HIV lab
Dennis Redpath
Kaimin Reporter

This is a CLUBFOOT® Sandwich

chemical Analytical lab was
funded through a half-million
dollar grant.
UM received an “exception
al opportunity award.” These
awards are generally for
opportunities when small
amounts of money will have a
large impact.
The $50,000 grant did just
that. It was used to purchase
needed equipment for the HIV
lab. New equipment included
an inverted microscope, a cell
counter, a centrifuge used to
isolate white blood cells, and a
microtiter plate reader. The
plate reader is used for virus
detection.
Nunberg said UM applied
for the grant last April and, if

Music and Dance of West Afrika

SUNDAY, OCT 27----- 730 PM IN THE UC BALLROOM
$6 STUDENTS. $8 GENERAL

Tickets:tolltree:#1-888-T1C-IT-EZ [842-4830). or #243-4999

5-6pm

GRIZ Beer ChiU

SOUTHWEST GRILL
123 East Main Street

5«95

549-1520

Part of Good Love Week—
Can One of tfie
University oj Mon tanas

it'
Sfiow up at Copper Commons (UC Center)
and seeJor yourseff

KXIDAy. OCJ25 7:3Qpm
Brought to you by The University Council on Sexual Assault,
The Student Health Services, The University Center, Dining
Services, Women’s Center and people who care.
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Profile

Pretzel

pilgrimage

Mark Vassileff
shows UM his logic
behind creating
that tasty
twisted treat.
retzel peddler Mark
Vassileff changes planes
in Chicago, still thinking
about yogurt.
Clad in the company button
down, toting a dulled eelskin
briefcase, Vassileff finds feelings
for frozen yogurt that few can
match.
He’s the Freshens Yogurt Man.
“My friends look at me like I’m
crazy,” Vassileff says.
To a dairy outsider, VassilefFs
work raises few eyebrows—jet to
three or four universities a
month, give food service adminis
trators yogurt selling and serv
ing tips and then go home.
With Pretzel Logic, a new line
of sweet and doughy pretzels,
Vassileff also sets up university
pretzel shops and shows food ser
vice workers the salty ropes, like
he did at UM this week.
Story by
But Vassileff is more than a
traveling yogurt rep.
Jennifer
Standing behind the churning
steel engines of frozen yogurt
McKee
Mark Vassileff, a business consultant for Freshens yogurt, cuts upsamples fo^the"""
machines around the country,
new Pretzel Logic stand in the UC Food Court Thursday.
P
P '
VassilefFs perspective of
collegians is nearly unmatched.
He knows what we eat, what we wear, and how we
talk.
“We’re in just about every university in the United
States, Vassileff says.
That means he’s seen more Generation X-ers stick
ice cream in their mouths than almost anyone else in
America.
UM s kitchen shines, he says, as do the employees.
Look at that, everybody’s smiling.”
And we eat better, too.
They don t have rotisserie chicken anywhere else
that I’ve seen,” Vassileff says. “This is a little more
upscale.
VassilefFs creamy career began 13 years ago dur
ing his college days at Florida Atlantic University.
After his business administration classes, the young
lactose hound started selling ice cream to make ends
meet.
I just continued in the ice cream business,” he
said, eventually taking a job at the New York
Freshens bureau. Working out of his home, Vassileff
helped perfect Freshens’ Smoothie, fruit and yogurt
whipped to gulpable glory.
More than a decade working ice cream’s corporate
trenches hasn’t dulled VassilefFs taste for the stuff.
He still covets a dish of coconut ice cream topped
with hot fudge sauce.
“When I go out for dinner, I’ve got to have ice
ST on the counter
C°b.b
Fre,she™ Yogurt’s Mark Vasileffplace his precious “P^teel L^ftc"
Wednesday afternoon in the UC Food Court. Vasileff is bringing sweet
cream,” he says. “No kidding.”
dough, hand twisted gourmet pretzels to the food court.

P
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It’s no line! Access us on the ’Net:

KAIMIN ONLINE
http://www.umt.edu/kaimin
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Moose Drool

“Boy, we sure hope we don't run out of mooses!

reg $63

Full Sail Amber

$57

“There's still some left!”

Red Hook ESB

reg $63

“Hook one of these, hopheads!”

-16 GAL
Widmer O-Fest
"Extremly clean, well made, delicious!”

$89

Full Sail OFest
“Just flat good.”

reg $115

Red Hook Rye
“Hey, it's unfiltered. Yum."
"

Un.Pric./K.lmta

LORA REDMAN, a senior in recreation management, and Kip Brown, a senior in business man
agement, hold hands and gaze at each other on their way to the Liberal Arts Building Wednesday
afternoon. Want to find your own sweetie? Your chance is 7:30 tonight in the UC Atrium. I he
“Dating Game” will be held in honor of “Good Love Week on campus.

MPEA, governor clash over raises
pation across Montana, Idaho,
North Dakota and Wyoming and
generating an average salary.
Recent survey results
Two years after UM staff
revealed employees should
members were granted a stable
receive
a 4 percent increase in
pay plan, union officials are
each of the next two years. But a
fearing the Legislature won’t
lack
of
state
funds could make
live up to its end of the bargain.
the pay increase obsolete,
Because of a lack of state
Adams
said,
short changing uni
funds, cuts could be made in the
versity employees out of money
employee pay plan in order to
they
deserve.
balance the state budget, said
“Don’t employees deserve the
Jim Adams, associate director of
money they were guaranteed
Montana Public Employees
two years ago?” Adams said.
Association.
“Employees are very, very
However, Adams and Gov.
unhappy about this not being
Marc Racicot are still negotiat
lived up to.”
ing, and it’s too early to panic
Adams said he doesn’t blame
about paychecks, Adams said.
Racicot, who is the first gover
“You don’t want to be crying
nor to negotiate with university
wolf because negotiations just
employees.
aren’t done,” he said. “We’re
“This is his plan, and he
nowhere close to a settlement.
believes in it, but there’s just no
It’s still two months away.”
According to the pay plan cre money,” he said.
If the union doesn’t come to a
ated by Racicot in 1994, employ
satisfactory agreement before
ees’ salaries should increase
the governor presents the bud
each biennium, based on the
get to the Legislature in
classification level of their job
January, it’s unlikely the
and its market value. Market
Legislature will dole out more
value is determined by survey
ing employees in the same occu- money to the pay plan, Adams

Jennifer Brown
Kaimin Reporter

said.
“Going to the Legislature and
getting more money than is set
aside in Racicot’s budget is a lost
cause ”he said. “We were never
successful when (the
Legislature) was full of
Democrats, let alone
Republicans.”
Adams conducted two MPEA
meetings Thursday, informing
members of the proposed
changes in the pay plan and dis
cussing “strategies for action.”
Staff morale is sinking in light
of the pay plan’s uncertain
future and recent changes in the
employee health benefits plan,
he said.
“We told them they’d get pay
raises according to market
value, and now we’re saying
they may not,” he said. “That’s a
little, hard pill to swallow.”
No particular plan of action
was decided at the meetings, he
said.
“Ultimately, the employees
will have to insist that this is
lived up to, but strategies for
striking are still way prema
ture,” he said.

New building in step with times
impact on UM and Montana’s
future.”
The building, completed in
July, is dedicated to the
UM dubbed this year’s
Gallagher’s, who donated $1
Homecoming theme “Taki n’
million toward its construction
Care of Business,” which is
exactly what the business school saying they believe higher edu
cation is the key to Montana’s
plans to be doing in the coming
future. William, a Missoula
years.
businessman and philan
Business school enthusiasts
thropist, was a 1925 UM busi
agree the new William and
ness school graduate. He died
Rosemary Gallagher Business
midway through the building’s
Building will give Montana a
construction in June 1995.
jump start on the 21st century.
The new facilities will impact
Gallagher’s 110,000 square
feet includes several classrooms, more than just the business
department, Budge said. Non
lounges, offices, more than 100
business students have access to
computers and the capability to
the classrooms, which are only
hook up remote schools to UM
used one-third of the time by the
business classes.
business school.
Bruce Budge, who’s been
Paul Polzin, director for the
UM’s accounting and finance ,
Bureau of Business and
chair for 16 years, says the
school has the best facilities he’s Economic Research, said the
new facilities will lend to a more
seen in his 35-year career.
conducive learning environment
“It’s a wonderful place to
and will attract new students to
teach and learn,” Budge said. “I
think it will have a positive
UM.

Erin Juntunen
Kaimin Reporter

“It’s a nicer environment,” he
said. “One that will definitely
put us pn a more competitive
level.”
Another supporter, Gov. Marc
Racicot, helped dedicate the
$15.5 building earlier this
month. He said he thinks the
new facilities will help Montana
become a leader of quality edu
cation.
“This puts us on the cutting
edge of technology,” Racicot said.
“We are already providing a
good quality education, but now
we can provide good surround
ings as well.”
The mixture' of a good educa
tion and learning environmentare keys that will allow students
to excel, he said..
At least one student agrees.
Alana Cannon, a senior in busi
ness, said she likes her new sur
roundings.
“In a sense, it’s futuristic, but
I like it,” Cannon said. “That’s
what we need to keep ahead.”

"We guarantee a clean, working tapping system for each
keg. We clean and test each tap before it goes out."

Just In! A nice fresh savory batch of
Sam Smith's Winter Welcome!
Higgins & Spruce

Eowntown. Missoula

549-1293

"ASUM Senate thanks
the members of
Pi Sigma Alpha

Carly Croskrey
Linda Davidson
Natasha Printing
Foi then dedication to the student body and their
dilyent work in producing a research project on
Constitutional Amendment 30.

UM STUDY ABROAD
Program Information
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29
UC Mall Tables
FRANCE: Ben Birkeley and Nikki Sutkus, participants
GERMANY: Prof. Hollmann and participants (9 am - 2 pm)
ITALY: Prof. Gillison and Regan Sheeley, participant (10:30-12)

JAPAN: Prof. Strecher (2-3 pm) and Neil Warren (9-10 am)
MEXICO: Prof. Bustos (1-2 pm)
NEW ZEALAND: Prof. Weidman (9:30-11:30) and
Prof. Silverman (1:30-3:30)

SPAIN: Prof. Garrido (3-4 pm)
ISEP (38 countries): Marja Unkuri-Chaudry and student (9-11)
Organized by Stephanie Andersen
UM Campus Study Abroad Advisor

hauoween
party

Saturday, Oct. 2.6th
§ Live Music By Frayed Knot
$ No Cover Charge
Adult Scavenger Hunt at 7 p.m.
X Costume Contest at Midnight!
WIN $$$ AND PRIZES

WESTSIDE LANES & FUN CENTER
1615 WYOMING ¥ MISSOULA ¥ 721-5263—
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US West
setsup
Internet
pay plan

Sonja Lee
Kaimin Reporter

Users will be required to pay
a $15 installation fee and $10.95
per month for unlimited access
The end of free access and the to the campus mainframe.
start of a monthly fee will
Those dialing-up from home
become a reality next semester
will need to use INTRACT or go
for Internet users dialing-up to
through a private vendor begin
the campus network from home. ning Feb. 14, when free access
UM students, staff and facul ends. Access from campus com
ty will use INTRACT, a new U S puter labs or offices directly
West Communications Inc. pro
linked to the mainframe will
gram, to dial-up the mainframe
still be free.
from home, said Ken Stolz,
The new fee will mean fewer
director of planning and budget
busy signals for users trying to
at the office of technology. The
hook up with the university,
program will have Netscape,
Stolz said, because the priva
Eudora, e-mail service and other tized system will bring more
campus network features.
phone lines and faster access.

As dial-up traffic increases,
U S WEST will be required to
expand its services, he said. And
according to the five-year con
tract, the fee cannot increase to
accommodate expansions.
“The only way the fee can
move is down,” Stolz said.
The fee also allows for unlim
ited access, which is a unique
offer for students, he said.
Montana State University
has had a dial-up fee through
MCI since last April. Users of
the Bozeman network pay $12
for 60 hours of use.
Russ Cravens, community
affairs director of the Montana

BOB WARD
We Do It All!
Montana's LARGEST Sporting Goods Center

Remington Rifle Ammunition
243,270, 30-06
7mm Rem mag
300 Win mag

SALE $9.99
SALE $12.99
SALE $14.99

branch of U S WEST, said the
new program will look different
to subscribers but will comple
ment university services.
IN TRACT is a new endeavor for
the company, he said.
“It’s the first we will have
sold or brought to Montana,” he
said. “And we do think this one
will be a good one for us and the
folks in Missoula who use it.”
The UM dial-up fee devel
oped out of a recommendation
by the Information Technology
Policy Advisory Committee last
spring. The proposal was then
approved by President George
Dennison.

White Sierra
Polar Fleece
Vest

In Service, Price, Selection
And Now Convienience

sale

$24.99

Whire SienRa
SheLL Vesr wirh
FLeece Lining
was $65,00
NOW $39.99

WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE

Orange Safety Vests
Onlv

Polartec 300
Shearling Fleece
Pullover

Pohrtec 200
Full-Zip Jacket
or Pullover

|
Reg. to $75.00
SALE $34.99

Reg. $72.00
Entire Stock of Hunting Knives
Buck, Gerber, Kershaw, Browning

20% off

Weather System Pari
by Alpine Design
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Sports
i a«iy Griz season resembles roller coaster ride
Bill Foley
Kaimin Sports Reporter

Up for a little bit, but then
mostly down.
That’s been the story of
the Lady Griz’s season, and
last night’s loss to Cal StateNorthridge was no different.
The Matadors, (9-0, 11-9
overall) upended UM 15-6, 915, 15-2, 15-8.
“Our consistency is just
really bad,” an angry UM
head coach Dick Scott said
after the match. “We had
that team out of sync several
times, we just couldn’t take
advantage of it.”
The loss dropped UM to 47, 7-12 overall.
“I really felt we came out
flat in the first game,” Scott
said. “That’s (the coaches)
fault as much as theirs. Our
youth jumps up and bites us
once in a while.”
Northridge stormed out
and cruised past a sluggish
UM team in the first game,
but then the Lady Griz
caught fire.
In one of their finest sin
gle home games of the sea
son, the Lady Griz fought
back and won the second
behind the dominating mid
dle play of junior Dana
Bennish, the Big Sky’s top
blocker. UM also got a lift
from middle hitter Paige
Merritt, who has been out
the last few weeks due to a
stress fracture in her shin.
After volleying several
times for game point,
Bennish slammed down a kill
for the emotional game win
ner that tied the match at a
game apiece.

LADY GRIZ right side hitter Jaime Holleman digs the ball as outside hitter Holly Hom backs her up during Thursday nights game against
Cal State Northridge. The Griz lost to Cal State.
how much heart we have.”
Horn and freshman Erin
But it just wasn’t enough.
The Lady Griz seemed like
Scott said his team has
Adams each added seven
Nancy Ma, a 6-foot-l-inch
a new team.
been playing much better in
kills.
Chinese native, lead the
After the break, however,
practice than in games this
The
weekend
won
’
t
get
Matadors
with
16
kills
and
the Lady Griz changed for
season.
nine digs. Getty Dimitrova, a any easier for UM.
the worse.
“Those balls that hit the
Saturday they host third
6-foot-4-inch Bulgarian
Northridge dominated
floor tonight, we get those in
place Northern Arizona who
import, pounded 15 kills,
game three and held on in
practice,” he said. “We have
defeated
the
Lady
Griz
3-0
in
while
Amy
Gillis
added
16
game four for the 3-1 win.
to execute when the lights
Flagstaff, Ariz., earlier this
digs.
After trailinglO-2 in game
turn on.”
season.
Bennish paced the Lady
four, the Lady Griz racked up
First serve is 7:30 p.m.,
“Our backs are against the
five straight points to cut the Griz with eight kills and six
Saturday at Dahlberg Arena.
wall,
”
Scott
said.
“
We
’
ll
see
solo
blocks.
Junior
Holly
lead to 10-7.

Grizzly soccer team Lumberjacks venture
returns with six wins into Grizzly territory
are expected to play Friday.
Junior defender Lisa Oyen is
also recuperating from an ankle
injury. Duerksen said she expects
The Griz soccer team returns
Oyen to share time with freshman
home after finishing a successful
Misty Hall.
nine-game, 6-2-1 road trip that
Leading the Griz in total points,
began last month.
junior midfielder Courtney
Ninth-ranked UM will face off
Mathieson
has eight goals and
against Arizona State today at 3
eight assists on the season. The 5p.m. The Griz return Sunday to
foot-7-inch
right midfielder is
challenge Weber State at 1 p.m.
ranked third in the West for total
Though ASU and Weber State
assists.
are in their first soccer seasons,
Midfielder Sheralyn Fowler is
Coach Betsy Duerksen said both
second for the Griz with nine goals
teams are showing a lot of promise.
and two assists.
“Arizona State and Weber State
Montana’s defense has recorded
are some of the best first-year pro
nine shutouts this season.
grams I’ve seen,” Duerksen said.
Goalkeepers
Railene Thorson and
The 3-8-1 ASU Sun Devils are
Amy Bemis have split time in the
coming off an emotional win over
net
and
recorded
4.5 shutouts
intrastate rival Arizona 4-2.
Freshman forward Sarah Blaska apiece. Bemis has 34 saves to
Thorson’s 30.
leads ASU in scoring, with three
The Montana Classic is also
goals and two assists in eight
senior’s day for Megan Bartenetti
games, while goalkeeper Kari
and Fowler who will play their final
Laughlin has recorded 38 saves.
games as UM students this week
Weber State, 5-6-2, is coming off
end at UM South Campus field.
a three game winning streak.
“I love the fans here at UM,”
Off the injured list for Montana
Fowler said. “They are some of the
are junior midfielders Sara
Overgaag and Stacy Forslund. Both best in the entire Western Region.”

Cody Raithel
Kaimin Sports Writer

Lumberjack halfback Archie
Amerson, who has racked up 1,655
yards this season, will also give the
Griz defense a run for their money.
It’s Judgement Day for the Griz.
“I think they’ll try to highlight
Tomorrow sixth-ranked Arizona will
Amerson,” Dennehy said. “He’s their
test its winning ways against the sec
marquis
man and a good lineman.”
ond-ranked Griz, who have the force of
The sweet combination of Ah Yat
Washington-Grizzly Stadium, 18,000
and
Douglass
who, respectively,
screaming fans and a 22-home game
racked-up 530 passing yards and three
winning streak behind them.
touchdown
passes
last week, led the
But don’t underestimate the 7-1
Griz to an important 34-30 win in
NAU Lumberjacks. They’re a team
Eastern
Washington.
that has surprisingly gained speed
But the Griz offense still grapples
since their lone loss to Division I-A
with turnover problems, after losing
New Mexico. And though the Griz are
the ball five times against EWU.
undefeated, they certainly haven’t
“One thing we can’t do is turn the
played a team of NAU’s caliber yet this
ball over,” Dennehy said.
year.
Sophomore receiver Raul Pacheo
“They’re a very talented football
said the offense has been working hard
team,” coach Mick Dennehy said. “All
in practice to remedy the problem.
things point to this being a heck of a
‘You can see it on everybody’s faces
game.”
that they’re concentrating more,”
Montana’s defense will continue a
Pacheco said. “This game means a lot
recent pattern of taking on young
and they know it.”
upstart quarterbacks when they face
Dennehy said he expects a tight
NAU freshman Travis Brown, who was
22-32 for 383 yards last week in NAU’s game.
“They’re a good football team, he
defeat over Cal State.
said. “But so are we. I like the match
“(Brown’s) a great young quarter
up.”
back,” linebacker Jason Crebo said.
Kick off is tomorrow at 12:35 p.m.,
“The offense is really good at both the
at Washington-Grizzly Stadium.
run and pass game.”

Carly Nelson
Kaimin Sports Editor
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Foley S follies: the UM Bobcats and Dave Dickerson
• No respect
like broken records:
Last Friday, the
Column by “And another
SpokesmanGrizzly touchdown
Review, Spokane’s
Bill
pass from
paper, referred to
Dickenson to...”
Foley
UM’s football team
• Speaking of
as “the defending
Dickenson
Division I-AA
Who would have
National Champion Bobcats.” thought we’d see any of
The Bobcats!? And as if that.
Dave’s records fall so soon?
weren’t bad enough, on
Thanks to a little help from
Sunday they called UM leg
Joe Douglass’ 279 receiving
endary quarterback Dave
yards, UM quarterback Brian
Dickenson, “Dave Dickerson.” Ah Yat broke Dickenson’s
The Spokesman-Review
single-game passing record
reporter who covers Eastern
with 560 yards against
Washington should be fairly
Eastern Washington last
familiar with both names,
Saturday.
especially after the Griz
That’s not too bad consid
mauled the Eagles 64-7 last
ering the shoes Ah Yat’s try
year. The PA and TV
ing to fill. He can’t even tie
announcers both sounded
those shoes without being

compared to SuperDave.
• Home away from
home
The Grizzlies can’t always
play in Washington-Grizzly
stadium, but they can always
bring a little bit of
Washington-Grizzly with
them. Of the 6,605 people at
the Grizzly game in Cheney,
Wash. Saturday, at least
2,000 were Griz fans.
Even though those fans
were outnumbered 2-1, there
was no contest as to who was
loudest. For a little while, I
could have sworn I was back
in Missoula.
• It all goes back to
baseball
In case you missed it,
Wednesday’s World Series

I didn’t know if I should call SARS- I

LOST AND FOUND
SHERPA MTN. IMPORT CO.
Sweaters from Nepal are a great way to

advertisements which are placed in the

didn’t know if what happened to me was

Classified section. We urge all readers to

rape. We can help sort things out- safe,

keep warm this winter. You’ve seen our

use their'best judgement and investigate

confidential, 24 hours a day. Sexual

fully any offers of employment,

sweaters in the U.C., now you can see

Assault Recovery Services, 243-6559.
Drop in weekdays 10-5.

them at our new store at 100 W. Front St.

investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

Lambda

Alliance,

UM’s

PERSONALS

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgender group
meets Monday evenings from 8-9 in the

DANGER! CERAMIC FEVER. No

UC 3rd floor Montana Rooms. Everyone
Welcome!

known cure. Pottery classes help

guaranteed! Mention this ad for 10% off!
FINNISH MASSAGE AND HOUSE
CLEANING. Full body therapeutic

massage, $20. Housecleaning, no job too

big. References, 17 years experience, call
549-5204.

HELP WANTED
VCRs

&

TVs

DIRT

CHEAP.

$50.00 REWARD: Identify Metallic

Brown Ford Ranger XLT (‘89-92).

abuse and neglect. Must be available for

Damaged front end. Hit and Run on

emergency calls, help families in crisis,

STEREO EQUIPMENT - ALL MAJOR
BRANDS - CASS, CDs, AMPS,

model positive parenting, aide parents in
becoming aware of their needs and setting

TUNERS, Eqs, RECEIVERS - BOOM
BOXES, AND BOOKSHELF UNITS.

S.O.S. Fair, Nov. 2-3, U of M Fieldhouse.

priorities. Willing to attend in-service
training with Child and Family Resource

MISSOULA PAWNBROKERS, 436 N.
HIGGINS, 543-4647.

Council, with a minimum of 1 year

commitment. For more information call
(406) 728- KIDS.

WORD

PROCESSORS

1400 Gerald, $2.

One/Two evenings weekly plus
availability to cover call schedule.

Considering live-in. Call 251-8475, leave
message.

Who was that Masked Man? He must be
getting ready for the Halloween Costume
Party at Mustang Sally’s, complete with

cash prizes and drink specials on
Thursday, Oct. 31 (obviously!).

Part-time Plastics Fabricator. Requires

good conceptual and math skills. Will
train. Sunburst Plastics, 549-9267.
Bee Hive Homes Elderly care is now
taking applications for all positions,

ELECTRIC & ACOUSTIC GUITARS.
GOOD SELECTION. MISSOULA.
PAWNBROKERS. 436 N. HIGGINS,
543-4647.

Upstairs as always 18+. Saturday, Oct. 26:
Earth First Benefit with local acts The

Finance Inters for Norwes,t Financial,

Will type resumes/papers. 251-5740.

Psychedelic hip-hop, funk, groove band

Missoula. $7.00/hr, 10-20 hours/week.
Deadline: .ASAP. Come to Co-op
Education, Lodge 162 for more
information.

SERVICES

Live Original Music

CARLO’S WIGS

Peg Bundy, Bob Marley, Marilyn
Monroe, Cher, Wigs. Only Carlo’s.

Lost: Navy Day Planner. Contents:
checkbook, Griz Card, football ticket and
more. REWARD UPON RETURN. Call
Molly at 243-4310.

Afro, Dreads, Diva, Cleo, Elvis, Long,
Short, Curly, Redheads, You Won’t
Believe Carlo’s Forty Styles!

CARLO’S MAKEUP
Greasepaint, Hairspray, Nail Polish,

Eyeliner, Black, Green, Purple, White

Lost: Tan Duck’s Head Courier bag and

Lipstick, Mustaches, Beards, Eyelashes,

contents. Keep an eye out— it’s one of a

Wigs, Carlo’s.

kind. REWARD UPON RETURN. Call
Molly at 243-4310.

HALLOWEEN@CARLO’S
Lost: Our Mascot of the Forester’s Ball.
Answers to “Bertha”. Info? Call 243-

CASH FOR WILDLIFE PHOTOS.
777-5057.

Costumes for rent. Thousands of ‘em.

CoqI Stuff. Wigs, shoes, hats, makeup,

eyelashes, beards, you won’t believe it!
Daily 11-5:30 Call for our low, low,
prices! 543-6350, 204 South Third.

Belly Dancers, Arabs, Swords. Beards,
Disco, Hippies, Feather Boas, Long
Gloves. 204 South Third, 543-6350, 115:30.

AUTOMOTIVE
Costumes,

Star

Trek,

Medieval,

Superman, Flapper, Gorilla, Nuns, Priests,

FOR RENT
Rock Creek weekend cabin rentals $2050/night. 251-6611.

For Rent or For Sale: Two Bedroom
New and Used Books. Hiking, Montana,
Natural History, Science, and More.
The Outdoor Bookstore
1425 S. Higgins, 543-3663.

Against the Wall” Rope or Great White
Shark toy. REWARD UPON RETURN.
Call Molly at 243-4310.

WANTED TO BUY
FAST, ACCURATE Verna Brown. 5433782.
FORMS/RESUMES/WORDPERFECT
BERTA. 251-4125.

from Seattle, WA.

on 10/21 at the pay phone in lobby. Call
542-7593.

5690, e-mail johnnyt@selway.umt.edu.

including live-in positions and weekend
personnel. Call 543-0345.

27: Sleep Capsule alternative rock punk
from Seattle with local act The Phantom
Imperials. Monday, Oct. 28= Silly Rabbit

at 549-0176! My ears are cold!

Lost: Black velcro wallet in LA building

TYPING

Jay’s Upstairs
Friday, Oct. 25: Chum from Portland and
local metal band Spanker at Jay’s

Attic Monsters and The Sputniks and
Edears Plastic Kalin Band. Sunday, Oct.

DANCE ALL NIGHT TO HOUSE AND
TECHNO, OCTOBER 26TH AT THE
AMERICAN LEGION, 825 RONAN.

AND

COMPUTER GEAR - MISSOULA
PAWNBROKERS.

Childcare Wanted: must have car.
Halloween Dance Party! October 26,
9:00 p.m. IN A CHURCH?! Oh Yeah!!

Lost: Lavender w/pink and white Ski Hat,
thick wool blend w/braid out the top. Lost
Friday. Please, Please, Please call Tiffany

Lost: Keychain and keys. Watch for “Up

10/9/96 on Helen Ave. Call 549-8234.
Confidential.

clothing, etc.) Sat. 9-5. Buy Sun. 10-3,

UNITE

MISSOULA PAWNBROKERS. 436 N.

HIGGINS 543-4647.

door charge $2. Pick up unsold items Sun.
5-6 only.

LOST AND FOUND

Just a couple of doors from the Tophat.

VOLUNTEERS WANTED: Parent
Aides to work with families at risk of

Bring items to sell (skis, boots, poles,

three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in die Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206.

Beautiful sweaters, best price in town
The

symptoms. Make Christmas presents. 8
weeks: $39. Start week of11/3. Ph: 5437970.

the 60s.
Let me tell you something,
this kid is for real. Granted,
these tournaments weren’t
exactly the Masters or the
U.S. Open. But it’s still pret
ty impressive for a golfer who
isn’t even old enough buy a
beer.
• Thanks a lot, Carly
In her column Wednesday,
Kaimin Sports Editor Carly
Nelson accidently revealed
the secret of Monte, UM’s
beloved mascot. Get this, he
isn’t a real bear, he’s just a
guy in a bear suit.
I don’t know about every
one else, but for me it just
isn’t going to be as funny see
ing Monte driving his 4wheeler anymore.

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line/day
$.90 per 5-word line/day

kiosk
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for

game .was one of the greatest
games we’ve had in a while.
The New York Yankees came
back from a 6-0 deficit to
beat the Atlanta Braves 8-6
in 10 innings and tie the
Series at two games apiece.
That game once again
proves my long-standing the
ory that baseball is the best
sport in the world, even if it’s
the Yankees and the Braves
playing in the Series.
• Tiger’s roar
Tiger Woods won his sec
ond PGA tournament
Sunday, in just his seventh
tournament as a pro. During
his short professional career,
Woods has accumulated five
straight top ten finishes and
21 of his 27 rounds were in

Trailer, nicely remodeled in Msla. G.F.A.

appliances. $7,500 to buy, or $430.00 a
month to rent. Call 244-5727, leave msg.

1985 Audi 5000S Dependable, Alpine
Stereo, $2500/OBO. Call 549-4655.

FUNDRAISERS
RAISE $$$ THE CITIBANK
FUNDRAISER IS HERE TO HELP
YOU! FAST, EASY, NO RISK OR
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION- GREEKS,

GROUPS, CLUBS. MOTIVATED

MISCELLANEOUS

INDIVIDUALS, CALL NOW!- RAISE

$500 IN ONLY ONE WEEK.
Good Used Stuff! Great Prices! Curiosity

Shop, 2601 S. 3rd West, 542-0097.

1(800)862-1982 EXT.33

Poodle Skirts, Vampires, Phantom,
Cat woman, Batman, Cleopatra. 1000’s,
1000’s, more. Carlo’s.

.12
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ARMY NAVY
322 N. Higgins
721-1315 or 1-800-877-3441
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-7:30, Sat 9-5:30, Sun 10-5:30

1

GO WHERE THE STUDENTS SHOP FOIE YOUR.
COLD WEATHER. ACCESSORIES
HANDWARMERS
BLANKETS
Heavy Weight Flannels
Pack of 2^^^

f

Buy One $18
Buy Two $16
Buy Three $14

ill Ar SELECTION
; ■
I1 VESTS AND
]
B v ■ down vests
|JWOO_LR]CH_«_ WALL_S_
I CA?HARTTS[

OF

Fleece & Wool

WOOL PANTS

J

$20

Winter doves
& Mittens
acrylic stocking
Start at
CAPS $1.50 OR
4 FOR $5

'.BRING IN GRIZ
i CARD FOR
i
20% OFF
i Carhartt Vests z

Select Group of:

Mavericks $7()

Lined
Fleece/Wool

Select Group of:

Caribous $70 *

/STADIUM/
SEATS
GRIZ COLORS!

$15

Men's & Women's

BOOTS

20% off ANY BRAND with Griz Card

L

-'ALL

NIKE *FABIANO
VASQUE
AND
MORE

Silk-screened Griz
Heavyweight
Sweatshirts

$15
/

MISSOULA'S

Full Size
• Fleece
Blankets
\

/LARGEST SELECTION/
/
OF WOOL
\

$20

.SOCKS • HATS • GLOVES • COATS.

SNOWBOARDS
Starting at $220 with Bindings
Including Boards By:
SIMS »HOOGER»PILL*KILLER LOOP
Boots ALL Sale Priced by.
I
Airwalk & Hooger

\

3 Pairs of FOXRIVER Glares/

GetOneFREE /

\

Three Pairs "
of Ragwool Gloves

*

$10

All Specials Good Through 10-27-96

Shamrock Sports & Outdoor
130 West Broadway • 721-5456 • M F 9 6:30 • Sat. 9-5:30 • Sun. 10-5:30

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JustawMomcm^_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

r

